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Abstract: In this paper, we review the recently finished 

CARETAKER project outcomes from a system point 

of view. The IST FP6-027231 CARETAKER project 

aimed at studying, developing and assessing 

multimedia knowledge-based content analysis, 

knowledge extraction components, and metadata 

management sub-systems in the context of automated 

situation awareness and decision support. More 

precisely, CARETAKER focused on the extraction of 

a structured knowledge from large multimedia 

collections recorded over surveillance networks of 

camera and microphones deployed in real sites.  

Indeed, the produced audio-visual streams, in addition 

to security and safety issues, represent a useful source 

of information when stored and automatically 

analysed, for instance in urban planning or resource 

optimisation. In this paper, we overview the 

communication architecture developed for the project, 

and detail the different innovative content analysis 

components developed within the test-beds. We also 

highlight the different technical concerns encountered 

for each individual brick, which are common issues in 

distributed media applications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Advances in sensor devices, communications and storage 

capacities make it increasingly easy to collect large 

corpora of multimedia material. However, the value of 

this recorded data is only unlocked by technologies that 

can effectively exploit the knowledge it contains. It was 

thus the goal of the CARETAKER project [1] to 

investigate techniques allowing the automatic extraction 

of relevant semantic metadata from raw multimedia, to 

explore the value of the extracted information to relevant 

users, and to demonstrate this in real-scale configurations.  

CARETAKER focused on the extraction of a structured 

knowledge from multimedia collections recorded over a 

network of camera and microphones. The motivation is 

that, despite the legitimacy of a number of privacy issues, 

such networks are becoming more and more common in 

different environments such as public transportation 

premises, cities, public buildings or commercial 

establishments, and that the multimedia streams of 

information they produce, in addition to surveillance and 

safety issues, could potentially represent a useful source 

of information if stored and automatically analyzed, for 

instance in urban planning and resource optimization 

applications. Indeed, the way the produced knowledge is 

used and shared in closed circuit television (CCTV) 

systems (and more generally in distributed multimedia 

applications) calls now for more considerations so as to 

bridge the gap between specific analysis algorithms and 

end-users expectations. For instance, a security operator 

may not only want to be informed in case of important 

event detection, but also to be able to rapidly and 

dynamically analyze the produced metadata to understand 

how/why an unexpected event has been identified. He 

may also want to analyze the generated metadata over a 

long period, so as to discover general pattern of 

events/activities within the monitored architecture.  

Thus, the overall goal of the project was to investigate 

current and novel technologies to extract and exploit this 

information, and to evaluate them in a real test case, while 

exploring the added-value of this technology for real users. 

In this paper, we propose to present the audio/video 

distributed architecture developed within the project, and 

to highlight for each key component/application the 

innovative aspect of the conducted studies. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. A 

presentation of the global CARETAKER context is first 

achieved in Sec. 2. Sec. 3 then focuses on the data-

streaming part of the architecture, from data acquisition, 

through server/client parties to the raw data storage 

aspect. . Sec. 4 and 5 then respectively detail the on-line 

and off-line metadata management and analysis 

subsystems. Sec. 6 then introduces the graphical user 

interface and the features implemented for the project 

purposes. Conclusions and perspectives are last drawn in 

Sec. 7. 

2 ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

So as to detail the developed system, it is first necessary 

to delineate the functionalities it intends to take on. The 

CARETAKER monitoring environment aims at assessing 

multimedia knowledge-based content extraction and 



 

analysis components in surveillance context, by focusing 

on both: 

the reliable extraction of structured knowledge from data 

acquired over real-scale networks of camera and 

microphones (surveillance network of Roma/Turin 

metros). This was achieved thanks to the investigation of 

distributed techniques for real-time extraction of semantic 

metadata from audio/video raw data streams (e.g. [2, 7]); 

the relevant exploitation of the extracted information to 

ease end-user missions (metro monitoring by 

safety/security operators), which was addressed through 

studies dedicated to off-line processing of metadata for 

extraction of long term patterns of activity (e.g. 

[3,4,8,9,10]). 

Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of the 

CARETAKER monitoring environment in which both on-

line and off-line subsystems (respectively the EVENT 

RECOGNITION SUBSYTEM and the KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY 

SUBSYTEM) are identifiable. 

 

2.1 Data acquisition and encoding 

First, an acquisition subsystem is responsible for the 

audio/video data acquisition from the CCTV network 

(MPEG4-part2 video streams and raw audio streams). 

This brick is also in charge of the storage of the acquired 

data in dedicated database (SOLIDTech SOLID database 

engine), to allow post analysis and playback. Last, this 

component handles the delivery of live audio/video 

streams over the network using the standard Real Time 

Transport Protocol (RTP - implementation of the rfc 

1889). 

 

2.2 Event recognition subsystem 

As depicted in Figure 1, the acquired audio-visual streams 

are streamed over the network and analyzed by different 

real-time modules. 

In more details, raw data coming from the sensors are first 

encoded, stored and streamed over the network by the 

acquisition system (DATA ACQUISITION AND ENCODING 

module).  Streamed data are then analyzed by a first 

processing unit responsible for the low-level features 

extraction (REAL-TIME LOW-LEVEL ANALYSIS MODULE). 

This layer allows the extraction of some primitive 

characteristics from the audio/video raw data such as 

ambient sounds, mobile objects, object trajectories... The 

low-level semantic descriptors (metadata) resulting from 

this analysis are then incorporated into the knowledge 

management system (AGENT-BASED DATA WAREHOUSE). 

This knowledge management system [5,6], which roughly 

corresponds to the database used for the storage of the 

metadata, is called Data Warehouse (DW). 

A second layer of higher-level analysis (REAL-TIME HIGH-

LEVEL ANALYSIS MODULE) then processes the previously 

computed metadata, in conjunction with the audio/video 

streams, so as to identify events of interest, such as 

turnstile jumping, abandoned luggage detection... The 

resulting high-level metadata is also incorporated in the 

DW. 

 

2.3 Knowledge discovery subsystem 

Regarding the offline part of the architecture, a knowledge 

discovery module (OFF-LINE KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY 
MODULE) analyses the stored metadata using clustering 

and data mining techniques. The aim of this component is 

to identify general trends in the stored metadata, 

computing statistics (flow of people, space usage...) and 

to explore the relationship between different types of 

events. 

 

2.4 Subsystems graphical user interfaces 

With respect to both on-line and off-line processing, the 

extracted information is exploited through two dedicated 

subsystems.  

The first one, i.e. the EVENT RECOGNITION SUBSYSTEM, 

offers the standard monitoring interface triggering alarms 

corresponding to events detected in real-time. This 

subsystem also allows event driven retrieval of the 

audio/video data and corresponding metadata for 

inspection purpose.  

The second one, i.e. the KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY 

SUBSYSTEM, allows users to query combinations of 

higher-level semantic events, to run unsupervised 

clustering and data mining algorithms on the stored 

metadata, to compute statistics about space usage... 

 

2.5 Metadata structure and exchange 

As highlighted in Figure 1, the system has to handle three 

kinds of metadata: results from analysis (performed in 

low and high-level analysis modules), queries and replies 

(mediated by both on-line and off-line interfaces). 

In order to guarantee system consistency and compliance 

with standards, these three kinds of metadata share the 

same markup language, i.e. the eXtensible Markup 

Language (XML). Furthermore, in order to avoid sending 

raw XML documents over the network, every transferred 

data is wrapped in an RSS feed. The metadata exchange is 

thus reduced to the handling of an RSS flow, which 

enables additional fields, such as producer identifiers, 

technical data... 

 

3 DATA ACQUISITION & ENCODING 

This section provide an overview of the audio/video 

acquisition module developed within the project, as well 

as the raw data storage and streaming architecture related 

to it.  

 

Data encoding The CARETAKER system has been built 

up to be deployed in two different test sites. In order to 
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Figure 1 Design configuration of the CARETAKER monitoring system.

provide a consistent system, a common acquisition framework 

has been developed to handle the two sites specificities (Roma 

acquisition platform is made of a IEI 8371-P MPEG4 video 

acquisition board for the video part, and an external EDIROL 

UA25 USB audio acquisition board - Turin architecture is 

based on the pre-installed video streaming system provided by 

the CCTV network manufacturer of Turin underground).  

 

Dynamic network management One of the main issues 

related to already deployed CCTV system is compliancy with 

audio-video standard compression (MPEG4, H264, Audio 

PCM, …) and also with IT network. After digitalisation, 

audio/video acquired streams are identified thanks to a set of 

IP addresses. This technical key point allows interfacing the 

CARETAKER system with various digital networks 

bypassing the digitalisation system. The only open issue is the 

dynamic IP address management. A specific tool has been 

developed in order to maintain a dynamic index of the entire 

sensors. Thank to this dynamic tool, CARETAKER can be 

easily interfaced with various deployed systems (analog and 

digital). Due to time constraints, the current CARETAKER 

system accepts only MPEG4 an Audio PCM format as digital 

inputs. The main issue is here to interface the CARETAKER 

system to full compliant standard streams. In the case of non 

standard audio video streams, adapted decoders have to be 

integrated. This would remain currently the only difficulty to 

interface the CARETAKER system. 

 

Data synchronization To enable a reliable synchronization 

between live data and stored data, each live audio/video frame 

is time stamped using a 64 bit integer (the time format is 

based on the ISO8601 standard). Each recorded audio/video 

data is also time-stamped when it is written to the database. 

 

Data storage In order to write the encoded video data and raw 

audio data to the solidDB database, the system splits them into 

manageable chunks during the acquisition. Insertion of the 

chunks is then performed via the database client API. The 

database schema is thus very straight-forward, consisting of 5 



 

principal tables. The technical characteristics of the video part 

of the stream (frame rate, codec, image height and width) are 

stored in the video_header table. Likewise, the audio 
technical characteristics (sample rate, codec and bits per 

sample) are stored in the audio_header table. 

 

Sensor ID specification Regarding the sensor id, stored 

streams are identified as coming from a single audio/video 

device. Prior to retrieve and playback streams from the 

database, the GUI/off-line tools have thus to parse a lookup 

table, responsible for mapping the physical sensor id (which 

are the real security system sensors used by processing) and 

the streams id used for the storage. 

 

Data streaming To allow content analysis bricks to receive 

MPEG4 and raw audio data, a generic software API has been 

developed. In this way, the online analysis modules 

(responsible for the live streams processing) are able to 

connect to the acquisition system using an RTP/UDP link. As 

the UDP transport protocol allows the use of IP multicast 

option, the server is able to deliver the live video and audio 

stream to an unlimited number of clients. The only 

requirement for clients is that they must be a member of the 

specified "multicast group". 

 

4 EVENT RECOGNITION SUBSYTEM 

 

Some very innovative approaches have been developed within 

the project. Among the implemented applications we can 

mention the following ones: 

•Recognizer of basic audio events or unknown event   

•Abnormal audio event detection 

•Auditory attention levels for abnormal audio event detection 

•Classifier for 2D object recognition 

•Automatic real-time activity detection in video data 

•On-line compound event (Dangerous Person on the Edge) 

•Automatic train-stop detection & platform time-occupancy 

measure 

•On-line detection of anomalies in video data (abnormal 

behaviour like turnstile jumping)  

•Tag and Track  single/multiple cameras person tracking tool 

•On-line multi-camera tracking (real time application) 

•Tracking multiple moving objects 

•Discovery of person's whereabouts 

•Ticket vending machine analysis 

•Left-luggage detection 

•Ontology-based detection of simple events 

•Knowledge discovery system (data mining for operational 

purposes) 

•Trajectory Clustering Tool and Information formatting 

•Interaction and statistic analysis module 

•People count statistics 

•Activity clustering module 

These innovative applications have been tested and evaluated 

in both test sites. 

 

 

5 KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY 

SUBSYSTEM  

 

The knowledge discovery subsystem takes its input from the 

Data Warehouse (DW). Specific queries are automatically built 

from the system employing XML language. These are 

wrapped in a RSS feed and sent to the Data Warehouse. The 

KD system queries the metadata related to detected mobile 

objects and video and audio events occurring inside an 

observation period specified by the end-user. The answer to 

the query comes to the KD system as well on the form of an 

RSS feed where the information is made explicit in a frame by 

frame basis. In order to have a clear and compact 

representation of the human activity evolving on the scene, 

and with the aim to achieve knowledge discovery, the 

metadata is structured and saved into a dedicated KD database 

(which also employs SOLIDTech SOLID database engine) in 

the form of two different semantic tables: mobile objects table, 

events table. Apart for reordering the information in 

agreement with our semantic representation, there are a series 

of new fields calculated in order to extract new information. 

Off-line we calculate, for instance, the shape, the significant 

event involving a detected mobile.  

Next, two clustering processes are applied to derive the 

knowledge from the streams of data. First, agglomerative 

hierarchical clustering [11] is used to characterize motion 

from mobile objects and extract the main flows of people and 

space occupancy in the underground. Secondly, relational 

analysis clustering [12] is employed to extract the relationship 

between people, and occurring video and audio events. For 

instance, we have detected the main flows of people when 

turnstyles are busy. Knowledge discovery results are again 

stored via SOLIDTech routines into the KD database. 

 

6 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES  

 

This section presents the requirements, design and 

implementation of the graphical user interfaces. First, the on-

line interface, which allows end-users to interact with the on-

line analysis tools, is presented.  

 

Requirements and scope The on-line tools are characterised 

as those which provide the end-user with timely information 

about events or activities that have recently happened or are 

still on-going. The motivation for the delivery of this 



 

information is that the nature of these events or activities is 

such that the end-user may need to take immediate action in 

response. Thus, the use-case scenario is one in which the On-

Line Graphical User Interface (OLGUI) is available to the 

operator alongside the standard surveillance streams and 

controls for camera selection and steering.  

The main objectives for this interface are two-fold: firstly it 

must provide the necessary mechanism to start each of the 

analysis tools, on request from the user. Any information 

required by the tool at this point must also be provided. 

Secondly, the User Interface must display the results of the 

analysis in a suitable manner. 

A last important requirement was to make the GUI easily 

configured for different sites, e.g. Roma and Turin sites. 

 

Design So as to allow the user to switch between the available 

streams in a straightforward and intuitive manner, a dynamic 

hierarchical menu structure was chosen. The structure of 

submenus and elements is provided by an xml configuration 

file. In addition to grouping the cameras by station, an 

intermediate sub-group of cameras was defined, to enable all 

cameras situated in a common physical area (e.g. a hallway or 

a platform) to be grouped together (see  

 

Site-specific configuration The GUI is designed to work at 

different sites. Thus, configuration files are used to adapt the 

GUI to a specific arrangement of cameras and tools that are 

present. A first xml file stores the arrangement of available 

cameras (in groups and sub-groups) together with the 

associated calibration data for those cameras for which it is 

available. A second xml file stores the list of available 

analysis tools, together with the necessary associated data, i.e. 

the IP address of the host machine, port number for this 

analysis tool, and the list of sensors (cameras and 

microphones) which are valid input for this analysis tool. Thus, 

these elements of the GUI are configured to a specific 

surveillance site by means of these xml files, which while 

ensuring the GUI consistency between different sites, allow to 

adapt the GUI display to each site specificity. Figure 2 

presents Roma GUI, in which the site-based areas are 

highlighted. 

 

Figure 2 GUI site-based areas handle by configuration files. 

For the event detection tools, in general they require as input 

the specific data stream that the tool is to be analyzing. This 

could be an audio or video stream, depending on the type of 

tool. In addition further constraints could be in place for 

particular tools that are configured only to use a subset of the 

available streams (e.g. turnstile jumping detection only 

available for turnstile views, train-stop monitoring only 

available for platform view). One design choice was to use the 

currently viewed stream as the implicit choice for the input to 

the processing tool, but the ambiguity over audio and video 

(and also over tool-specific constraints) suggested that it 

would be preferable to use a dedicated stream selection 

control for this purpose. Therefore, the same type of control 

(as used in the display stream selection) is used in the analysis 

stream selection (see Figure 3). Some specific developed tools, 
such as tracking a person from multiple cameras, have an 

additional window display (see Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 3 GUI event detection tool. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 GUI tag and track tool. 

 

 

Off-line interface. We have developed a graphical tool where 

the end users select a period of recording time, which they 

want to interpret. A security operator may not only want to be 

informed in case of important event detection, but also to be 

able to rapidly and interactively analyze the generated 

metadata over a long period, so as to discover general pattern 

of events/activities within the monitored architecture. Figure 5 



 

presents the off-line interface for people trajectory 

characterization; while Figure 6 presents the off-line tool 
giving the correlation between events and their statistics. 

 

 

Figure 5 Off-line interface for trajectory. Buttons a to e allow to 
encode Solidsql (SOLIDTech) queries to explore different levels 
of flows of people and different station areas/equipements. 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Off-line interface for events. The end-user can analyse 
different activities with their statistics given as a pie-chart or bar-
plot. 

 

 

7 CONCLUSION 

The CARETAKER project has successfully developed new 

multimedia knowledge-based content analysis techniques for 

knowledge extraction components, and metadata management 

sub-systems. More precisely, CARETAKER innovated by 

establishing algorithms for reliable extraction of structured 

knowledge from live streams of video and audio data acquired 

over the entire networks of two underground-transport sites: 

Rome and Turin. End-user needs and expectations were 

further satisfied by including a knowledge discovery 

subsystem extraction of long term statistics and patterns of 

activity, which can help on usage interpretation and 

management/optimisation of the station. Appropriate storage 

and communication processes have been implemented for an 

efficient system running. 
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